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Why We Need To Save Ascot Centre

Planning Application for 137 dwellings and 1,989.9 sq m of office space

4 storey buildings on Station Hill and the High Street

Loss of Trees

No access for deliveries etc. for retail outlets

Inadequate parking provision

Inadequate Community Benefits:
Village Square
Community Hub
High Street Improvement

Not in accordance with the Neighbourhood Plan or the new RBWM Local Plan
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What’s Happened So Far - The Neighbourhood Plan 
And The Prince’s Foundation Vision For Ascot Centre

2011: Work on Ascot, Sunninghill & Sunningdale Neighbourhood Plan begins
✓designed to supply local detail and is part of the Local Development Plan

2012: As part of the preparatory work on the AS&S Neighbourhood Plan, The Prince’s 
Foundation was asked to help the community develop a Vision for Ascot Centre

✓The Vision that emerged from Workshops with the community, landowners and business was 
incorporated into the AS&S Neighbourhood Plan

2014: AS&S Neighbourhood Plan approved in a local referendum with a 91% vote in 
favour
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What’s Happened So Far - The Prince’s Foundation 
Vision For Ascot Centre
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What’s Happened So Far – AS&S Neighbourhood
Plan 

The Neighbourhood Plan requires a Development Brief for Ascot Centre before any 
planning application

A Development Brief:
➢ is a vehicle for full and effective consultation with all stakeholders

➢was intended as a masterplan for the whole of Ascot Centre

➢should avoid piecemeal, speculative, development
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What’s Happened So Far - Adoption Of RBWM 
Local Plan

2022: RBWM Local Plan adopted providing:

➢A framework, together with AS&S Neighbourhood Plan, for the rejuvenation of 
Ascot Centre – allocated site AL16

➢Approximately 300 dwellings and approximately 900 sq m of office use for the 
whole of the Ascot Centre site AL16 

➢Release of land south of High Street from Green Belt (part of AL16 allocated site)

➢RBWM to prepare a Supplementary Planning Document to guide development 
and ensure sites come forward in an integrated and coordinated way - This has 
not been prepared
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RBWM Local Plan - AL16: Ascot Centre
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RBWM Local Plan - AL16: Ascot Centre (1)
Allocation - A mixed use development providing approximately 300 residential units, 900 sq. m (net additional) of offices, public open space,
a community building (including cultural/leisure) and retail/cafes/restaurants

Site Area - 12.30 ha

Site Specific Requirements - Development of the site will be required to:

1. Be considered as part of a wider Ascot Strategic Area to enable comprehensive development and effective placemaking 

2. Deliver holistic mixed use phased development, integrated with surrounding uses, including on allocation AL17 to the south

3. Deliver a ‘village square’ on the southern side of the High Street with community/cultural/leisure/retail uses and public open space 

4. Provide small scale retail/cafes/restaurants, including independent retailers along the High Street and the village square

5. Provide high quality green and blue infrastructure, including significant public open space and children’s play areas throughout site 

6. Provide public open space on at least 22% of the developable site 

7. Retain the prevailing green and leafy character of the area, with mature trees and hedgerows retained where possible 

8. Conserve and enhance biodiversity of the area, including on the priority habitat fronting the High Street 

9. Provide a network of high quality pedestrian and cycle routes through the site and enhanced connectivity to Ascot Railway Station and 
South Ascot

10. Ensure that the development is well-served by public bus routes/demand responsive transport/other innovative public transport solutions, 
with appropriate provision for new bus stop infrastructure, such that the bus is an attractive alternative to the private car for local journeys, 
including to local leisure and educational facilities 
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RBWM Local Plan - AL16: Ascot Centre (2)
11. Develop and implement a robust residential travel plan to manage travel to and from the site and reduce instances of single-occupancy car 
trips 

12. Be designed to as to rationalise and improve the junctions of the A329/A330/St George’s Lane and the site access 

13. Provide improvements to the quality of the public realm, specifically the High Street environment for pedestrians and cyclists, including 
provision of parking for all users of the High Street 

14. Consist of a high quality design which is sympathetic to local character, reflects the local vernacular, is sensitive to the scale and heights of 
existing properties around the site and the sloping topography and considers the impact of long distance views. No buildings should have more 
than four storeys 15. Provide appropriate mitigation measures to address the impacts of noise and air quality in order to protect residential 
amenity 16. Provide 40% affordable housing 

17. Provide 5% of market housing units as custom and self-build plots (fully serviced) 

18. Make a financial contribution towards High Street public realm improvements and education provision 

19. Provide local waste water infrastructure upgrades and address the issue of public sewers crossing site 

20. Address surface water flooding issues 

21. Consider flood risk as part of a Flood Risk Assessment as the site is larger than one hectare 

22. Demonstrate the sustainable management of surface water runoff through the use of Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) in line with 
policy and best practice; any proposed surface water discharge should be limited to greenfield runoff rates where feasible 

23. Mitigate the impact of residential development on the Thames Basin Heaths Special Protection Area
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Planning Application - 22/01971
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Source: Design & Access Statement for Planning Application 22/01971

Land allocated for mixed-use 
development by Strategic 
Allocation AL16 of the 
adopted Borough Local Plan

Application boundary for this 
Planning Application being 
submitted by London Square 
& Ascot Central Car Park 
Limited



Housing Comparison
Prince’s 

Foundation
Vision

Neighbourhood
Plan

RBWM Local Plan London Square Application

Number of Dwellings 66-77 66-77 Approx. 300 137

Area (Hectares) Ascot Green: 5.4 12.3 12.3
Ascot Green (Part only): 

2.77

Dwellings per 
hectare

24-28 24-28 24.4 49.5

Height Implicitly 2 storey Implicitly 2 storey

No more than 4 
storeys. Sensitive to 
scale and height of 
existing buildiings

Flats in 4 storey blocks and 
3 storey terraced houses

Mix

Ascot Green: 
tucked into the 

landscape taking 
advantage of the 
large trees that 

dominate.
Larger sized 

houses to the 
west side

Balanced in 
keeping with size 
and mix prevalent 

in surrounding 
area

Effective 
placemaking. 

Integrated with 
surrounding uses

Mainly flats. Many trees 
lost
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Office Space Comparison

Prince’s Foundation
Vision

Neighbourhood Plan RBWM Local Plan
London Square 

Application

Office Space (sq m) 

Small employment 
units approx. 50sq m 

each actively 
encouraged

Approx 900 sq m 1989.9 sq m

Area (Hectares) Ascot Green: 5.4 AL16: 12.3 AL16: 12.3
Ascot Green (Part 

only): 2.77

Mix
Focus on small 

independent retailers 
and small businesses

Small employment 
units in vicinity of 

retail units

Holistic mixed
use. Integrated with 

surrounding uses

No strategy for small 
independent retailers 
or small businesses
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Village Square

Ascot Vision

“A Village Square could be a proper 
community gathering space. 
Importantly, it should be plotted to 
maximise the existing large trees. It 
could be fronted by a community 
centre. This Village Square could give 
a physical heart to the Ascot 
community on the High Street.”

Planning Application – London 
Square

A pop-up market. No Village Square
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Community Centre

Ascot Vision

“A gathering space for all ages…. This community centre could 
have community space, an arts space, and a cinema. This 
building should be 2-3 stories, the building footprint should be 
approximately 15m x 25m. An excellent model for this centre is 
The Firestation Arts Centre in Windsor.”

Planning Application – London Square

A small ground floor space of only 187 sqm – only 20%-30% of 
the community’s vision
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Borough Local Plan - Ascot Strategic Placemaking 
Area

o “The delivery of holistic residential-led mixed use development on development sites close to the High 

Street that has a distinct and exemplar design, is sympathetic to local character and existing context heights 

and reflects the local architectural vernacular. To achieve this, developers must work together to ensure that 

sites are not developed in isolation but instead are well integrated with each other and with surrounding 

uses”. Borough Local Plan, Policy QP1c

o “The [BLP] does require that the developers work together to ensure that the resultant development is 

integrated and that the delivery of the wider allocation is not prejudiced. To date, there has been minimal 

interaction between the applicants and the other consortium members and we are not aware that any 

substantial discussions have taken place with the Neighbourhood Plan group”.  Bloor Homes, 17th October

o “[Ascot Racecourse] has noted that the application does appear to have deviated from some of the policy 

requirements, including in respect of density, amount/mix of development, scale of development and the 

impact upon trees”. Ascot Racecourse, 17th August 2022
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Some Other Consequences Of The Application

➢No Development Brief

➢No informed or effective consultation with stakeholders

➢Supplementary Planning Document has not been prepared

➢Excessive residential and office development

➢Four storey buildings fronting Station Hill and the High Street

➢Completely out of character of Ascot High Street

➢Fails to make the High Street safer, more comfortable or more viable

➢Inadequate parking for residents, office users and retail users

➢Loss of many mature trees

➢Loss of green space
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What If RBWM Approves The Application?

➢No procedure to appeal a planning consent

➢Only option is to launch Judicial Review (JR) proceedings in the High Court within 
6 weeks against RBWM

➢JR considers whether:
➢ the law has been applied correctly

➢correct procedures have been followed

➢ the process was fair

➢JR does NOT enable planning judgements to be challenged

➢If SPAE wins, the planning consent is usually set aside. RBWM can then, lawfully, 
reconsider the application
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Grounds For Judicial Review

➢No Development Brief - required by the Neighbourhood Plan

➢No Supplementary Planning Document - required by the new RBWM 
Local Plan

➢Too many dwellings – not approximately 300

➢Too many offices – not approximately 900 sq m

➢Possibly, lack of Community benefits required by the AS&S 
Neighbourhood Plan and the new RBWM Local Plan

➢Subject to specialist lawyer’s review
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Judicial Review Procedure Flow Chart

Refusal

RBWM Decision

Approval

Appeal by LS to Planning Inspector

Grants Planning PermissionRefuses Planning Permission

SPAE challenges Inspector’s decisionLS challenges Inspector’s decision

Similar procedure to JRSimilar procedure to JR

No appeal to Planning 

Inspector possible by 

SPAE

Planning Inspector

JR by SPAE within 6 weeks

Consent from Judge to bring case

SPAE participates 

in appeal

Appeal by LS to Planning Inspector

Granted

Full Hearing
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Cost Implications Of Legal Action

➢Whatever RBWM’s decision we need to be ready for further 
legal action

➢If the application is approved JR must be started within 6 
weeks of decision notice

➢Legal costs for a typical JR of this type - in the order of 
£42,000 - £55,000
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Your Help Is Essential

Please help by:

➢Becoming actively involved

➢Lobbying your local councillors

➢Funding the campaign

➢Share with us your details (name and email)
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Public Meeting – Ascot Centre
7th November 2022
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